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ComMons Drive and Swarthmore Drive

SUMMARY

Councilman Pope ha. requested that this item be placed on the Agenda.
This report gives the staff position on the issue.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Commons Drive is a 4500 foot long street constructed in a curvilinear
pattern through the Campus Commons development. It is the longest uninterrupted street in the whole development. Swarthmore Drive connects Commons Drive to Howe Avenue on the east and is a short dead-end
street west of Commons Drive. Stop signs were placed on Swarthmore at
COmmons when the streets were constructed.
The Traffic Engineering office has received many requests for stOp
signs and undulations to control speed on Commons Drive. This street
is on the priority , list - for undulations but they probably will not be
constructed for several years. In August 1981, stop signs were 'placed
on Commons Drive at Swarthmore under the Council's policy of utilizing
stop Signs for speed control. Since there were already stop signs on
Swarthmore, this resulted in a 4-way stop at the intersection.
— requirements for 4-way
Since this intersection does not meet any of the
stop control, it was decided toremove the stop signs on Swarthmore.
The standard procedure for reversing stop signs at an intersection is
to install the two new signs Making a temporary 4-way stop. After a
month or so, we remove, the old signs. We do this because abruptly"
versing the signs would cause a definite haiard, This'prucedure
been used at many locations to avoid unnecessary 4-way stops.
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After the stop: signs were.reMoved on Swarthmore, Many residents of Campus Commons Contacted this office about the matter. Some of them were
satisfied with the .above explanation but others were not. -During these
conversations„ references were made to a fatal accident that occurred
at this location'. The fatal accident occurred on December 21, 1978
north of the 'intersection of Commons Drive and Swarthmore Drive. It
involved.a pedestrian crossing at a mid-block location that was struck
by a northbound vehicle driving away from the: intersection in question.
The accident happened at night and the driver reported that she did not
see the pedestrian until it was too late to stop.
The only accident our records show at the intersection of Swarthmore and
Commons involved a stolen vehicle that ran the stop sign at a high rate
of Speed, lost Control while attempting to make a turn and hit a.
. parked car. The driver and passenger left the scene of the accident and
were picked up later.
FINANCIAL DATA

None..
RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that since stop signs have been placed on Commons Drive
in conformance with the Council's speed control policy and since there is
no.justification for 4—way stops at the intersection of Commons Drive and
Swarthmore _Drive, the stop sign arrangement should remain as posted
Respectfully submitted,

i1;11.

L. M. Frink
Traffic Engineer
Recommendation Approved:

Walter J. S1if, City Manager
LMF/mf
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SPECIAL BULLETIN

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youl
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

k

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
\N
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurflad there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection, The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, , and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

, Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN

Dear Fellow

Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
_ possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbei's the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,

Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection,
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
_
--about .this - :

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
—
notify me when it is scheduled at
hone
5 Number

457( J'11,114177-17,Z
Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri'ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association

Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,

and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
dou
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me When it is scheduled at
("4.0
0
fhone Number

626:Lizz)
Address

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO4

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

fg? ,2

Address
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In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
(()?
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this%XV/

intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

_?
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
(b\O
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf.ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection, The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Pope's

request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
int rsection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please,
notify me when it is scheduled at
'Phone Number

Name

Address

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,33
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

e444t.t.4%.
If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

__fL2a=22416
Phone Number
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.„
/'
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

3pa
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Phone Number
4‘.2a5
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regardingN<.n
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersectionl
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf,ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue t and activation of'-the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet uncchoduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
restoring ,a_four-way stop
stop e1gns p resently in_Pl ace ,
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES )4,.
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

ii
Ifi vailable
no fy 66 wh

ling to attend the City Council meeting. Please
d at
-
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Phone Number'
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regaxding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuril ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue t and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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Or:

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES____ NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
ct 22-2 tewPhone Number

2260 ate, 34 more
Name

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf, ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman*Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sot Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

.X

NO

Council members and will contact them

I am acquainted with the follow'
about this:

ci f

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at ftl

.
N arne

if. 357ibp
Phone Number

7*,.PL 4'14/
Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
V‘.
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs

at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought InStallation of the two new signs an Commons Driye at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and

a fatality which - already . occuri-, ed there, the Nepenthe Board' andseveral
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter-has been-heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The' Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets

request, and he has agreed to take . the,matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
Possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled'Council meeting.
.
We therefore urge you to.retuim, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below 'with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
.In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
'Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volum'e . at, the :corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES K
NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

amit

(6i4v

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
d44-ZP4711

ame

Address
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri; ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popefs
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You'
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:

Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
Direct
the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in p lace, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
Direct
the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
-

0 1 Cc_
03 1 byftA*4/hibo-\t 1-ru
S'w,,,4lio,t52

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

-

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:
Se.sc-v-k

v/v7.

vATh_e

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

Neurne

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN

0,gt

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri"ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
lintersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in
_ significant

numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
'Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:

- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.

- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
Direct
the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:
1:11 04-91.0-k

s

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
).-ceteo,
one
um er

9.31P

Name

ettPtlace-4)5
Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;

\,'6\

You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City'Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way-stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occ'uri. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug • POPe to get the signs replaced.
"Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth-in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of-100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the_signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed%even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Reeettably, the Traffic Department has refused C-ouncilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible,_ contacting other-Council -membersi-and -attendihk in signifiCant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do-sol Aiao, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You/.
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two
Swarthmore „stop
signs that have been removed.
two Commons Drive
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring .a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
crosswalks at this
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four
intersection.

'7 1 7 ot4.44,Aaah_

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the

removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:

YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them

about this:

eti#,ILLa 09/2.0
Ladytor

fr.*

/944 -Attr,94HI

No-e-4611

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

7)04,v4,
Name

Address

meeting. Please

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf.ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue t and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commims Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection,
epartment to establish four crosswalks at this
Direc he Traff
ditakIWIL

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the followine Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
sine

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection, The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youl
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
in
section
tr.q/ I t 9,

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

•n1•1

am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

AhirTudin
If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
one Number

Narnia

6/3 Um
eWi- ae,
Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman:Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
nuMbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place 2. thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
•
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was - also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri'ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other _Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youi
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restOring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

'I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the
notify me when it is scheduled at

Pity

Phone Number

Council meeting. Please

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bullet n regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfied there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office 'space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the-as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two

Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmoi.e.stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thue ,restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four,crosswalks at this
interse tio

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks;
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

P-9Thone Number

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfied there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic. .
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matt
e'r to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
Direct
the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
s.awa-lit.ei-removed stop signs 4124.41.—insla-1.149.47,44
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acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:
I am

444/&,_740
If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

9;-Number
‘4,/‘

---71-177-e

Name

Address
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SPECIAL BULLETIN

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
ISX4\)%
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not,to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop .
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

I rr:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

ac---C3 g'
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Popefs
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting .other Cmanni 7, r1Pm17, e-7, and. attc_. ndinE,
Jiznifnant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association

Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
'°' 1 g- n8 present i v in place ,.. thus restoring . a four-way stop.
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting.
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

N

ame

Address

Please

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Counci1man7Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.

We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe

Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sal Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association

Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this iztersection.
- Direct the Traffic D partment to establish four crosswalks at this
ersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration M- the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available. , I would be willing to attend. the City Council meeting, Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.

.

Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
feet

work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popeis
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You/
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully

urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

\erert,L---)

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES____

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurIl ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
int section.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

Narne

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too.briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Fope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as, many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members. and attending in significant
numbers the - a-s-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures ap
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
'Board of Directors
In recognition of thP'-hazards'resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
- stop p igns-presently in place, thus_restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
•

-

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoratio Of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

/

NO

n1•1=1
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I am acquainted with the following . Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
_notify me when it is scheduled at
?hone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfied there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contactin g other Council members. and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
panne, thus restorin g a four-way stop
stop signs prAsently
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four cro walks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES)(

N

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address
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SPECIAL BULLETIN

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item inc,the-mbstrecent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by thd''.City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Indr. edibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two hew signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all- too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri; ed there, the Nepenthe Board: and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection, The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unSCheduledbblin-611 Meeting. '-".
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You/
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Sjyarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two
Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
two Commons Drive
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the
stop signs presently ip_place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the
notify me when it is scheduled at

city

Council meeting. Please

-Phone Number
Name

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also'reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection, The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as

possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- DirectIthTraffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop•
signs that have been removed.
- Direct, the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
_stoiligns_presently in p_lace, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

t 14.4P

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and ,will . contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL -BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the twonew signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council_members, and_attendin q in significant
numbers the as-yet Unscheduled - COuncil meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

arn e

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four - way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents.have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.

Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in

work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
_urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES )irt

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN.
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so/ Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way_- stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES //

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify MB when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speXa
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES)(

NO

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
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You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volumeS and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Pope t s .
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
in
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

N

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection.‘b
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
)L
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri^- ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.N4

Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in

work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
--stop signs-presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
Y

Es

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

PETITION TO RESTORE OUR
STOP-SIGNS AT COMMONS & SWARTHMORE
6('?{)

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic,
.
speed, and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives,
we the undersigned nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral
removal of the two Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department,
and respectfully urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following
actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department

stop signs that have been rem
- Direct the Traffic Department
Drive stop signs presently in
stop arrangement at this inte
- Direct the Traffic Department
this intersection.

to replace the two Swarthmore
oved,
not to remove the two Commons
plate, thus restoring a four-way
rsection.
to establish four crosswalks at
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PETITION TO RESTORE OUR
STOP-SIGNS AT COMMONS & SWARTHMORE

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic,
speed, and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives,
we the undersigned nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral
removal of the two Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department,
and respectfully urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following
actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore
stop signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons
Drive stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way
stop arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at
this intersection.
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PETITION TO RESTORE OUR
STOP-SIGNS AT COMMONS & SWARTHMORE
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic,
speed, and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives,
we the undersigned nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral
removal of the two Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department,
and respectfully urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following
actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore
stop signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons
Drive stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way

stop arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at
this intersection.
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurr- ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfied there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug,l p ope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been h6ightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffi -6 due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
•
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contRntin4 other Council members. and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
•- signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently- in place, thus restoring a four-Way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
inte section.
40
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
NO n1n1n•
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, T would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please

notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
sine

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
tion.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration Of the
• removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I!would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
‘..
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuriled there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restorin g a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES V/

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I:would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

Name

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf,ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and _attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
NO
YES(
am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe B 'iletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
inter sec tion.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES:4.,

NO

I mm acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf'ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youl

the

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

i(

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Address

ca', W
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe

Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do soi Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive

stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
6e-AV V-efrd
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES /

NO

am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
-Phone Number

Name

Address

\40,\
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf, ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet•
of office space across Howe Avenue v and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popeis
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible; contacting other Council members: and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sot Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
• stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection:

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality, which already occurl; ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possiblo, contacting other Council members, and attending in ciign4ficPnt
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersectio
AiikOZA

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

c>c

NO

7

am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

N am e

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuemand activation of the signal at that

intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.

Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopets
request; and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stOp signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
ect the Tra 'c Department to establish four crosswalks at this
ter (action.

A16.11rd

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES
NO
I am acquainted with. the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please

notify me when it is scheduled at

Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
14e therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe \\
()(
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sof Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youl

\k

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
- Di
ection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
ftlone

Name

Number
Address

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
- a fatalityhich already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council mcmber3, and attending in significant
numbers the a7yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been,removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
in errctio • r
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BU ETIN

\
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri;ad there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
_possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
•
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department' not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
ction.
inte
CHARLES C. WENISCH
303 DLINBARTON CIRCLE
SACRAMENTO, CA. 95825

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES_Z NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:
Y' 7

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when, it is scheduled
Phone Number
Name

Address
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CHARLES C. WENISCH
303 DLINBARTON CIRCLE
SACRAMENTO, CA. 95825
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
)(1539\\e" 11/4-1\1\
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfled there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
In

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO_—

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuemand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council membersp and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES____

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please.
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone 'Number

Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
C
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES2L NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

Phone Number
Main e

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
1-C9
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the long
sought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri-l ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES V-

N

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

Name

•

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound-short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic,
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned

nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Nam e

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf .ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
•
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sof Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youl
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,

and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respdttfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NOmisnismain

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfied there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council_members. and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as

possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES >(

NO

am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting,other Caancil members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Yout
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I :am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
-Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
( S)
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
/Ali it C.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

V

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent

C°'.?
Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuril ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with . the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Nuniber
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri , ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sof Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES__ NO
I am acquainted with the following Council membe s and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regard ng
the unannounced removal by the-City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman ,Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do soi Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youi
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop_signs_presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the long
sought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurkl ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
oncern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. he has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
p.cAtible, contantin g. other Connni3 members 3 and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as

possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully

urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

;›,(:

NO

-

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
'Phone Number
Name

Address

PETITION TO RESTORE OUR •
STOP-SIGNS AT COMMONS & SWARTHMORE
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic,
speed, and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives,
we the undersigned nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral
removal of the two Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department,
and respectfully urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following
actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore
stop signs that have been removed,
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons
Drive stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way
stop arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at
this intersection.

• n•

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the CityTraffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new.. signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurr- ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents Strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection
47
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T agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:

YES V//

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
9/
oif-Phone Number
z1-4-ti-777-itt

Address

4

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf'ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:

YES.4

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when 'it is scheduled at

- Phone Number
Name

aidiy)
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Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regardingr
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs.„4
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the long-11
sought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangeffieht at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES2k_ NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If
not

lable, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting, Please
e when it is scheduled at

9 Phone
a 1-1Number
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding zp„..._
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs Tr:
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf . ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
in

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES <'

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend. the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
NN-1
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regardi g
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue t and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Popeis
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
. possible, contactin g other Council members, and attending in significant_
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES X

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at yys_432,17(covve)

vie- m (Ame.e.)
Phone Number

eada...a...21v
Name

Id0 44,4,4,44Earni
Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regardin
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf . ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman,Popeis

request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has

advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
jnearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Syarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

fp:he;

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES
NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please

notify me when it is scheduled at La ?
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding4i
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and Attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unsch&luled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
re.719,k1
Pone Number

Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signsTlf
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already oceurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue v and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attendin g in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as scion as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoripg a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic D.0:rtment to establish four crosswalks at this
rsectio

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at ,e'r,.;c
DOU GLAS T. FOSTER
1101 Dunbarton Circle
Sacra
mento, CA 95;125 Name

Phone Number
Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs.
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this 'type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place: thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
inte ection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES I/

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Name

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
Nr
(\D
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurr= ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Pope/s
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If 'available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
Ctr
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible; contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
nutbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sof Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youl

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
• signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restpring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
Y ES

N

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

20 6

Phone Number
Name

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other noimail members, end attending in significant
numbers the as-yet -Unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sot Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
- arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

e that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

quainted with the following Council members and will contact them
t is:

to atten he City Council meeting. Please
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurrl ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.

Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in

work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
cl5

Phone Number

Name
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuril ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yeb unscheduled Council mooting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this

10

ersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

V

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at /92
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SPECIAL BULLETIN

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfied there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popeis
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many pa-ition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify MB when it is scheduled at
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Cciunuil members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
)( Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersectio

I agree that the Nepenthe Association-should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES, X NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf,ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in

work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Pope t s .
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
=Thirect the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES P."-NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
P'h one
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurkl ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
-numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES ‘,/

NO nx1.n•n•!n•

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the long- .
sought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!

h

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
tersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

V

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
91;3o - V,57
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs 4,
followed by just weeks the long- atSwrhmoendCs.Icreibly,ths
sought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You'
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
X Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
X Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
I . Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this

intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES, y

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
Sr..
heodore W. Rimer,.
4/
Name

1335 Vanderbilt Way,Sacto., Cal. 95825

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurtl ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting,
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restorin g a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
interwection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES_ "

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
one Number
_

/////
Name

7--Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
NkNu
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due"to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfs ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You/
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES)( NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
7.27- i2ftrs" dz. 241-1--5-/.,z_
- Phone Number

Crtnrincti /22Pao
Name

108 ez/n/euezr date
Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signg
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurx ; ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I mm acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
92— _ 3 ae-6

7

Phone Numbei,

7
Name
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin rega ding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurr- ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound,short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue t and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Dir t the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
1
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES
N
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

7-s - 77/

Phone Number

X/49/70
Name

4V#-/P17;4,
e?-2nY:75-1

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regardi*
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri4 ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youl

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoratio of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES V

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at 0'09

/
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/

Phone Number

7)4 yc7,1
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Name
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regardin
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop sign
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuriik ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,

and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

90 5- 0A. .
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES)(
NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

f

5Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regard
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfied there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 .feet
of office space across Howe Avenue v and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs-will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled-Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the,
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:

Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
Y
„ signs that have been removed.
A Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
)
24 stop signs presently in place, thus restorinaa four-wav stoRp__
rsAPtinn_,
arran gement
ement at this
Xarran
Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
1 6C
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES )(/:

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting, Please
notify me when it is scheduled at vaI,S17/6
Phone Number
Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regardi
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department , of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members: end attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place; thus restoring a four-way stop arrangement at this intersection.
Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
in ersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES .7:

06.

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at c4,.?

51

Phone Number
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
CY
NN"\"
.You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Popel
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers:the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.

We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe

Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop_signs presently.in place,,thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
92.g___ 7z74s_o
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
/

2-6) auLde4-ielZi
Address
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In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring e four-way. stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

6,'s\

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
it is scheduled at

tify me w
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Phone Number
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Name

ddress
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the mot recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurl"ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several

concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members: and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You/
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
\./ - Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
) signs that have 'been removed.
V - Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in plsce, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES/

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
9c_

Phone Number
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;

You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the long
sought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurkl ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sof Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youl

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way atop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
"‘Pc.eLF

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES. )(

NO

n. 1m•NP

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
• about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
- eP57
Phone Number
(5-.0
Name

7z2'
Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuesand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Popeis
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

V107_,(4_,
am e

Address
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of, the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri3 ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department . to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
two Commons Drive
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
crosswalks at this
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

r-34 0

4.

Phone Number

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf'ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible ; contacting other Council member2 5 and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!

Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic * speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs precently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
NO
YES L
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

1315'..

Phone Number
./ge-IttpL
Name

Addre s

'

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
%n..;\6"
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regardin
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf, ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection, The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has.
advised us,to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signature ' s as
TOggIble, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet'unschaduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have bean removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
inte'rsection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES 17

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
ARTHUR MITCHELL
1408 COMMONS DRIVE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
Name

11 L9

02. t<17

Phone Number
ARTHUR MITCHELL
1408 COMMONS DRIVE
SA CRAMENTO, A1324h933825

SPECIAL BULLETIN

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding-4*
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection, The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members. and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You! Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of . the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

5%)-7 ?/2
Phone Number

,
Name

6/

Address
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SPECIAL BULLETIN

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding (qc)
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the long- ir
sought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
ep irect the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
V- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
section.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES )(
NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available,- I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is cheduled at

1.,Aghig
7

Phone -Umber
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regardin
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop sign
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurt;ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has

advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
in rsectio

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:

YES)(

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

N9 V

Address

SPECIAL_ BULLETIN

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regdr1ing
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurii ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

Aee 1A
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

N

am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
(44)(91k)
1/0-0
Phone Number

am e

/19)LXt,(1
Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilmanfropels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
. Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
inter ction.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES / NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

fot7-

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.

Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in

work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue v and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration o the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YESI

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available. I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

Z, , Number
011,70,
1r,one
-

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding

the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri; ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council' meeting.
We therefore ,urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal Of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement-at this intercestion,
• Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
inte section.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I mm acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at 9 ....,7

kil‘

hone NumbeF,

/9/44/1Eir___
Name

/"V& Prniv0,0eR/154197
Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN

Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding'
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gatherin g as many pstitioil signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Youl
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection,
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
inters ction.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

N

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

FEa

Pilone Number
Name

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
ZSk)\\.
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf.ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Pope/s
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES ,44.2 NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them

about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
I is cheduled at
'fy me w
\-1

0/

Phone Number
gd2.44top/o AO/Lk)
Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so' Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
inters= ti n.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

)(

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them,
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

q2-777-

'49;

Phone Number

/05.3 (1:04%1404/6,17/T/I/6Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding.t/
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs"
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the -imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
uintersection.

/110A,

17)

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES44/
I am acquainted with the following
about this:

Council members

NO

and will contact them

41

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
oneNuer
ddreas

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy. of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

-27—'743
1033CoAirdmitic Di)

Phone Number

Address'

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin Qgarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf, ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman*Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting - other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank Your
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed,
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way-stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
erta6,40/1.1

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

N0 n•.•n•=1n•

acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:
T am

If available, T would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

44(9 -1 9V)
Phone Number

eizAcket-,
Name
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
\\CM
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin reg ding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Counci3 members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersect5.on,
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

No,'

NO

am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
1- 5Lts1-:61-kS
P one Number
• Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
WAS \
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
Direct the Traffic De p artment not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
k.,6
notify me when it is scheduled at

' ?hone
one Number
/r7/
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuepand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sof Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
Direct
the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

4\7‘1

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

.1
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
,:.Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
V(34-6 1
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You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfied there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sof Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
inte
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
?06.---2_,
Phone Number

N ame

6F/3 lid,64,74
Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin rega f/ng
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs.on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurfl ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused CouncilmanrPopets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.

We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe

Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
• - Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
.7 Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe ulletin regarOng
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number

Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin rega ing
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri'ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sot Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You/
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

T agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

ND

acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:
:WM

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting, Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

444L,A,
Name

Phone Number
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occuri; ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection, The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do sol Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
• stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES____ NO
I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting, Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

92 o- a zO
Phone Number
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue t and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe

Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors

In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.
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I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

X

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

47027-4/6-2_,

Phone Number
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Name
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Address

SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurx3 ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenuevand activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman-Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,

and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.

- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in p lace. thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

C7n

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of Crosswalks:
YES

11/

NO

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

481,131•

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

t

Phone Num er

11141
Name

'ddress
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
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Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent •rowth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman - Pope's
.
request, and he,Thas agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He na4
advised us t 7-61i!prppare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, cintacitiing other-Council memberz, uid attending in Significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in placer thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
4015irect the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES', NO
-

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting, Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
522 -67
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Phone Number
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SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurf. ed there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.

Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in

work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenueond activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Pope's
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

and volume at

agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

X

N

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

9A 9- 1194/Q
Phone Numbel,

3 5— asiefetit, &fri jete/te.tzbwA
ddress /

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occurred there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman'Popets
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and ttending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral removal of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
- Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
- Direct the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
stop sign'', presently in-place; thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
- Direct the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

n•••nn=7.1.1.

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact them
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at

SPECIAL BULLETIN
Dear Fellow Nepenthe Residents;
WACD
You may recall the item in the most recent Nepenthe Bulletin regarding
the unannounced removal by the City Traffic Department of the two stop signs
at Swarthmore and Commons. Incredibly, this followed by just weeks the longsought installation of the two new signs on Commons Drive at that intersection
making it at long last, but all too briefly, a four-way stop.
It was also reported that due to growing speed and traffic volume and
a fatality which already occured there, the Nepenthe Board and several
concerned residents have asked Councilman Doug Pope to get the signs replaced.
Concern about this matter has been heightened by the imminent growth in
work and home-bound short cutting traffic due to the occupancy of 100,000 feet
of office space across Howe Avenue,and activation of the signal at that
intersection. The Swarthmore stop signs will be needed even more to slow
down and discourage this type of traffic.
Regrettably, the Traffic Department has refused Councilman"Popels
request, and he has agreed to take the matter to the City Council. He has
advised us to prepare for this by gathering as many petition signatures as
possible, contacting other Council members, and attending in significant
numbers the as-yet unscheduled Council meeting.
We therefore urge you to return, as soon as possible to the Nepenthe
Clubhouse office, the petition form below with as many signatures as
possible, and to remind your neighbors to do so! Also, please check the
appropriate questionaire boxes. Your help is needed and appreciated.
In advance, Thank You
Sincerely,
Nepenthe Association
Board of Directors
• In recognition of the hazards resulting from the growing traffic, speed,
and volume at the corner of Swarthmore and Commons Drives, we the undersigned
nearby residents strongly protest the unilateral reinoval of the two
Swarthmore stop signs by the City Traffic Department, and respectfully
urge the Sacramento City Council to take the following actions:
Direct the Traffic Department to replace the two Swarthmore stop
signs that have been removed.
D irect the Traffic Department not to remove the two Commons Drive
°
stop signs presently in place, thus restoring a four-way stop
arrangement at this intersection.
eDirect the Traffic Department to establish four crosswalks at this
intersection.

I agree that the Nepenthe Association should seek restoration of the
removed stop signs and installation of crosswalks:
YES

NO

7nn•nn•••

I am acquainted with the following Council members and will contact theni
about this:

If available, I would be willing to attend the City Council meeting. Please
notify me when it is scheduled at
Phone Number
")-

Name

3 -SI() ck,tV,
Address

